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From the 
Office

BiaNz eXeCUtiVe oFFiCeR  
BELiNDA JEURSEN RePoRtS

ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND

NEW MEMBERS
the Baking industry association welcomes these 
new members:

eat Well Nz ltd Christchurch

lievito Bakery Dunedin

Skyline Gondola Restaurant  Queenstown

Dessert kitchen  Pukekohe

Naenae Hot Bread Shop lower Hutt

thoroughbread Foods ltd Shannon

Favorite Cookies  ohope

Did you know that BiaNz provides its members 
with employment contracts tailor-made 
especially for the baking industry? 
 
We provide:

 individual, Casual and Fixed term employment 
agreements

 application for employment, offer of employment, 
induction, Probationary Period Review and House 
Rules forms

 information to accompany agreements 

 access to free legal advice on employment and 
agreement issues

 Regular updates to reflect changes to labour law.

What else does BiANZ offer members?

 Special offers and discounts from our buying 
partners

 Food Safety Progamme tailor-made for the baking 
industry

 Business advice

 Slice magazine

 Networking opportunities.

Worth 
knowing

Here at the BiaNz office it’s all go to prepare for Fine Food New 
zealand/BakeNz 2010, which is coming up fast. 

We’ve included a registration brochure in this issue of Slice, but 
you can also register online at our website. there’s a button on 
the home page that will take you to the relevant pages. 

You can also register for the Bakery of the Year® Competition 
using the entry form in this issue of Slice or online at our website. 
With the addition of a Creative Section we’re looking forward 
to receiving some fantastic entries this year. entered products 
will be available for all visitors to Fine Food to see, and with the 
Weston Milling Trainee of the Year Competition and loads of live 
baking demonstrations and bake-offs it’s going to be a busy and 
exciting three days.  

if you’re a BiaNz member you’ll be able to take advantage of 
our members’ lounge to do business or just relax and get some 
refreshments away from the crowds. 

The Awards Dinner

the popular BiaNz annual awards Dinner will be held off-site on 
Monday 14 June at the Rendezvous Hotel, where winners in the 
BiaNz Bakery of the Year® Competition and the trainee of the 
Year Competition will be awarded for their efforts. 

the awards Dinner is always a special evening and is well 
attended by those involved in the baking industry. the evening 
will feature live music, big stage illusions, burlesque dancers and 
fantastic musical theatre songs. a delicious three-course meal 
and awards for the BiaNz Bakery of the Year Competition and 
the Weston Milling Trainee of the Year Competition will be followed 
by a live four piece band. 

We look forward to seeing you for an evening of fantastic 
entertainment, great food and guaranteed fun with the baking 
industry’s best.

it’s not all glamour back here however. Your executive and i 
continue to work on other baking industry issues, including 
meeting with the folic acid working group, talking with relevant 
government groups about employment and business practice, 
and keeping up to date with food safety and industry training 
issues. 

We also receive a lot of queries from bakers and business people 
wanting help setting up in our industry – a great opportunity to 
show them what BiaNz can do for them. 

We take every opportunity to promote baking and ensure that 
our industry’s interests are taken care of. if you have any com-
ments or queries, please don’t hesitate to call or email us.  
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the august 2009 decision of Masonry Design Solutions ltd 
v Bettany involved an employee who was employed as a 
computer-aided draughtsperson on a three-month fixed-
term contract.  

the employee was dismissed towards the end of the three 
month term for being continually late for work, unauthor-
ised absence from work and extensive personal use of the 
employer’s email and internet systems.  on appeal from the 
employment authority, the employment Court found in 
favour of the employer and determined that the employer’s 
dismissal was justified. 

of particular interest is the employer’s counterclaim for 
financial loss from poor workmanship.  the Court held that 
the legal requirements for damages due to breach of contract 
had been met.  

the court stated “these errors were attributable not to lack 
of knowledge or other innocent explanation. Rather, they 

are attributable 
to carelessness, 
inattention to 
detail, and other-
wise for reasons 
that amounted to 
breaches … of his 
contractual require-
ments to perform 
his duty with all 
reasonable skill and 
diligence.” 

the court ordered the employee to reimburse the company 
$12,000. 

this sum was made up of 100 hours of work at a charge-out 
rate of $120 per hour for the company’s senior architec-
tural draughtsman to bring the employee’s drawings up to 
standard.

Employer wins damages for poor workmanship

by amanda Munting-kilworth Amanda Munting-Kilworth is Employers’ 
Advocate  MGZ Ltd. (Sarah Bradshaw is on 
maternity leave.)

McPhail Gibson & Zwart Ltd specialise in providing 
employment law advice to employers. 

BIANZ members are provided with a free 
telephone advisory service for an initial consulta-
tion (after which the standard charge-out rates 
will apply).  

If you wish to discuss any employment law-related 
issue, please call Amanda Munting-Kilworth at 
McPhail Gibson & Zwart Ltd on 03 365 2345.  

Hi all, 

i hope the retail gods were good to you this easter. i know they 
were looking after us because we had a fantastic easter. the 
weather was great which in turn brought plenty of easter-bun-
hungry people out of the woodwork.  

With easter behind us we can start focusing on the 2010 Bakery 
of the Year® competition. this year will be special; holding it 
at New zealand Fine Food should give the competition much 
greater exposure than it has had in the past. the judging will be 
carried out live at the show. 

along with this we have the Weston Milling Trainee of the Year 
Competition bake-off also running at the show. 

this is also a good opportunity to relax and network in the 
BiaNz lounge which has a view over the show. then, of course, 
we have the Fine Food show itself, so this will be an event not to 
be missed. 

the executive team have been working very hard for you to 
make all this possible so please mark the dates, 13–15 June 2010, 
down in your calendar and make a effort to come along. You 
won’t be disappointed. 

Welcome to our new BiaNz partners Nestlé, Barkers, Unibag 
and chelsea Sugar. these companies have a lot to bring to our 
organisation so please support them when you’re buying your 
supplies and ingredients because without industry partners we 
would not be able to run our association.

Well best of luck for those of you that will be entering the 2010 
Bakery of the Year® competition. thanks also to Burns & Ferrall 
who have put up the major prize of a pastry sheeter, which i am 
sure we all would love to win. You know the old story: you have 
to be in to win! 

Happy baking

Jason Heaven
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Young Bread Baker of the Year

Judging for the top young bread baker 
in New zealand took place in auckland 
recently with adam Mclean, of Quality 
Bakers auckland, winning the award of 
2010 "Young Bread Baker of the Year".

in winning this award, adam 
demonstrated to the judges an ability 
to excel in three key areas: practical 
baking, theoretical knowledge of 
baking technology, and presentation 
of research into key process and law 
changes that have occurred in the New 
zealand baking industry over the last 
50 years and their significance to the 
industry.  

 
as winner of this year’s award, adam 
Mclean will have the opportunity to 
broaden his industry knowledge and 
experience through a $10,000 research 
grant.
 
the "Young Bread Baker of the Year" 
award is sponsored by the New zealand 
association of Bakers and is designed to 
promote excellence in people emerging 
from their training. 

news and viewsN
EW

S

Bakels in training

Nz Bakels are currently applying 
to become a Pte (Private training 
establishment) and will be registered 
directly with the Nz Qualifications 
authority.  

this will allow Nz Bakels to become 
a one-stop-shop for bakery trainees, 
offering block courses, distance learning 
and on-job assessment services. 

the training will be carried out by Nz 
Bakel’s team of three tutors in auckland, 
Palmerston North and Christchurch. 

in addition, Nz Bakel’s sales representa-
tives throughout the country will be fully 
informed and able to assist with informa-
tion on the courses and offer support and 
guidance for the training.

Adam McLean, of Quality Bakers 
Auckland, 2010 Young Bread Baker of 
the Year, with New Zealand Association 
of Bakers president Laurie Powell.

Aussies swallow Muffin Break 

Foodco New zealand has been swallowed 
up by australian-based Foodco Group, 
which owns the company from which the 
New zealanders licence the company's 
Muffin Break franchises on this side of the 
tasman.

there are 36 outlets in New zealand. 
the 250 australian outlets include other 
brands such as Dreamy Donut and 
Jamaica Blue.

Muffin Break originated in Canada, and 
Foodco acquired the rights and refined 
it for the australasian market. the first 
New zealand shop opened in auckland 
in 1994.

the takeover of the New zealand 
operation would strengthen the brand, 
managing director Serge infanti said.

the franchise operator was expected 
to add Jamaica Blue stores in auckland, 
Wellington and Christchurch this year, 
and to expand from the two Dreamy 
Donut stores it has in auckland to other 
areas of New zealand.

chocolate rising

london trendwatchers have noted a new 
generation of skilled “restaurateuring” 
pâtissiers selling and showing-off their 
skills in boutique businesses more akin 
to top jewellery and designer fashion 
outlets than traditional cafés, in the vein 
of Barcelona, Paris and tokyo.

ewan Venters, food and restaurants 
director at Selfridges, london’s re-
nowned upmarket department store, 
has a bullish view of the future. “We’re 
on the cusp of change – a revolution if 
you like – in dining in london. People are 
not conforming to the three-course meal 
format in one restaurant. i think we’ll see 
more dessert-based shop-restaurants 
opening – people will break off from 
one restaurant and wander down the 
high street to have dessert and coffee 
somewhere else.”

“it’s the pastry chef’s time now,” says 
chocolatier-pâtissier Paul Wayne Gregory, 
who established his successful artisan 
chocolate-making business in south 
london in 2006. “it reminds me of the 
late 1980s/early 1990s when people such 
as Marco Pierre White started out. Now 
it’s our time – i think you’ll get a lot of 
people setting up dessert houses and 
chocolateries.”

cadbury to open cocoa cafés

Cadbury in the Uk is planning to open a 
national chain of branded cafés.

the chocolate maker has secured the 
backing of new owner kraft for a series 
of branded outlets serving afternoon tea 
and a range of Cadbury-themed goods 
as well as an on-site chocolatier service.

apparently the cafés, which are likely 
to be branded Cadbury Cocoa House, 
have been in planning since before 
kraft completed its £11.5bn takeover in 
January. Negotiations are underway and 
the first outlet potentially launches in 
london this year. 
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café sacks worker via Facebook

a 16-year-old schoolgirl in england was 
shocked to discover she had been sacked 
from her part-time job in a café after her 
boss sent her a message on Facebook. 

Chelsea taylor was sent the note, which 
featured several misspelt words, by her 
manager at the Cookies coffee shop in 
Greater Manchester. 

elaine Sutton told Chelsea she had lost 
her job because she had lost a £10 note 
after being sent out to buy biscuits for 
her co-workers. 

the message read: “hiya Chelsea its 
elaine from work. Sorry to send u a 
message like this but bin tryin to ring u 
but gettin no joy. 

“i had to tell the owner bout u losin that 
tenner coz obviously the till was down at 
the end of day. she wasn’t very pleased at 
all and despite me trying to persuade her 
otherwise she said i have to let u go. i’m 
really sorry. 

“if u call in in the week with your uniform 
i’ll sort your wages out. once again i’m 
really sorry but it’s out of my hands. 
elaine xx.” 

Wunder bar! 

Swiss stumble on low-calorie, no-melt 
chocolate

Scientists for the world’s largest 
chocolatier believe they have stumbled on 
the holy grail of chocolate: a recipe that is 
both melt-resistant and low-calorie.

Vulcano is the internal code name for 
the new product by the Swiss chocolate 
manufacturer Barry Callebaut. Developed 
in a laboratory under top-secret condi-
tions by an international team of food 
engineers, it not only has 90 percemt 
fewer calories than the average chocolate 
product, it is also heat-resistant to tem-
peratures of up to 55°C. Most chocolate 
starts to melt at 30 degrees.

“it’s called Vulcano because it can be 
eaten when it’s hot, and it’s airy and 
full of bubbles, like volcanic rock,” said 
Gaby tschofen, a spokeswoman for Barry 
Callebaut. they annually make 1.1m 
tonnes of cocoa and chocolate-based 
products for customers around the 
world, including Cadbury and Nestlé.

the product, like so many good inven-
tions, resulted from a mistake, this time 
by company lab technicians who were 
working on another invention. 

While chocolatiers have been trying to 
produce a lower-calorie chocolate for 
years, the obstacle has often been how 
to keep the rich and lingering taste while 
ensuring it is still a pleasure to eat.

the US manufacturer Hershey began ex-
perimenting with a melt-proof chocolate 
during the Second World War, but the 
result was a very hard bar that was never 
produced commercially.

tschofen said she could not give away 
Vulcano’s recipe, but she had tried it. “it’s 
nice and chocolatey, with a strong aroma, 
and crispy rather than creamy.

“it does melt in the mouth, but it is the 
enzymes in saliva rather than the heat of 
the tongue that causes it to dissolve.”

Big Gilmours goes to café pair

By christopher Adams for The New 
Zealand Herald

the largest Gilmours food-wholesaling 
operation in New zealand has been 
sold by Foodstuffs to private 
owner-operators.

Foodstuffs told the NZ Herald that 
Gilmours Mt Roskill had been bought by 
auckland businesspeople Scott Brown 
and Jackie Grant, who own a string 
of highly successful auckland cafés, 
including the takapuna Beach Café and 
Rosehip in Parnell.

Foodstuffs acquired the Gilmours 
wholesaling operations in the early 
1960s, but has recently begun franchising 
the businesses to independent opera-
tors. Gilmours supplies businesses such 
as dairies, cafés and restaurants with 
wholesale products.

Brown said he and Grant would take over 
the management of Mt Roskill Gilmours 
in July, and were excited about the new 
venture.

"[the business] is in the right position, it's 
in the right market and with the future 
growth of our industry, with events com-
ing up such as the Rugby World Cup next 
year, we're at a perfect place to capitalise 
on that," he said.

Brown said he and Grant would hold 
onto the ownership of the four cafés. 
"We've got a great expansion plan in 
place for the cafés, and there's a new 
management team and new structured 
arrangement [in the cafés] going into 
place.

"obviously Jackie and i are going to be 
focused on the Gilmours brand."

Foodstuffs general manager for strategy 
and new ventures Rob Chemaly said 
all the Gilmours businesses were now 
franchised, or in the process of being 
franchised. one operation, in Gisborne, 
had been shut down.

He said Foodstuffs' "core competency" 
was in franchises, such as its owner-

operated New World, Four Square and 
Pak'n Save stores.

"We had a corporate model [Gilmours] 
fitting within a franchise organisation, 
and it was not a great fit," said Chemaly.

He said the North Shore Gilmours became 
privately owned 18 months ago, and the 
Henderson store in early February.

the tauranga operation would be taken 
over by an independent owner this week, 
and Rotorua in early May.

Chemaly would not discuss the price paid 
for the Mt Roskill business, saying it was 
"commercially confidential." 
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more news and views 
Lactic bacteria breakthrough 

Researchers in Finland have discovered 
lactic bacteria that naturally produce 
hydrocolloids in wheat bread using 
sourdough, and which  could be used to 
make additive-free products that meet 
taste and texture requirements.

Sourdough always contains lactic acid 
bacteria, which are responsible for the 
fermentation process. But kati katina, 
senior research scientist at Vtt technical 
Research Centre of Finland led a three-
year project to screen over 100 other 
cereal and food-based microbes to find 
out which ones work in a wheat matrix 
and can yield helpful hydrocolloids.

katina told FoodNavigator.com that the 
team was “quite lucky” to find four or five 
lactic bacteria that helped the mechani-
cal processability of the dough, improved 
shelf life, and increased volume. the taste 
was mild and lacked the pungency often 
associated with sourdough bread.

She is now investigating the nutritional 
aspects of the technology. Sourdough 
already has a reputation for having a low 
glycaemic index, and it is thought that 
the formation of the hydrocolloids could 
enhance this effect.

Organic sales tumble in UK

Sales of organic bread and bakery items 
experienced a significant plunge in sales 
in 2009, according to the latest Organic 
Market Report.

the Soil association estimates that or-
ganic bread and bakery sales in multiple 
retail outlets were worth £40.7 million 
in 2009 – down nearly 40 percent on the 
previous year.

the publication also shows that organic 
biscuit sales fell by 19 percent, while 
organic breakfast cereal sales declined by 
nine per cent during 2009.

the Uk organic standards body maintains 
that bread sales were hit by a combina-
tion of the economic downturn and 

problems with variable product quality, 
and it states that a key concern for 2010 is 
the uncertain availability of organic flour 
and other ingredients following on from 
the negative impact of a wet summer on 
the 2009 harvest.

cocoa prices start to fall

the monthly average price of cocoa 
charted by the international cocoa 
organisation fell from more than US$3500  
per tonne in January to US$3100 per 
tonne in March.

in December 
prices reached 
a 33 year high 
in london due 
to fund buying 
and worries 
over the size 
of the 2009/10 
crop from 
Ghana and 
ivory Coast.

the inter-
national Cocoa 
organisation 

(iCCo) noted that the strengthening 
of the US dollar, which reached a 
seven-month high against other major 
currencies, was a major factor in the price 
decline.

the iCCo expects a slight increase in 
production – about one per cent – this 
year. 

the world cocoa crop is around 3.5 mil-
lion tonnes – 70 percent of which comes 
from West africa and close to 20 per cent 
from asia.

in the past season, the ivory Coast 
produced about 35 percent of the 
world’s cocoa in the 12 months through 
to September 2009). Some dealers have 
reported that a higher output forecast 
than expected was now likely for the 
crop from the world’s second biggest 
producer of cocoa, Ghana.

Strange tax law hits bakers

in the midst of last year’s economic 
downturn, Chinese authorities upped 
their tax-collection efforts (usually lax) in 
a bid to top up the state’s coffers. one of 
their main targets was the mooncake – a 
pastry stuffed with lotus seed paste 
and egg yolks, or – according to some 
authorities – “whatever the baker feels 
like chucking in.” it is a popular delicacy 
in the autumn.

Since economic reforms in the 1980s,  
China’s mooncake market has expanded 
dramatically. While only two or three 
types of mooncakes were available just 
a few decades ago, now consumers are 
faced with an overwhelming variety of 
flavours and packaging. 

Mooncakes were traditionally given out 
during the Mid-autumn Festival (histori-
cally a time of moon worship) to friends 
and family to cement relationships. But 
now, many businesses also offer moon-
cakes to employees or provide coupon 
vouchers redeemable at local groceries 
for the treat. additionally, the cakes are 
given as a sort of soft bribe to employers 
and party officials. 

Where China’s bakers saw a mooncake 
explosion, government officials saw yuan 
signs – and launched an inspection of 
more than 3,100 companies last year, 
slapping 30 billion yuan worth of back 
taxes on gifted mooncakes and coupons. 

in modern China, apparently, you can 
have your cake and tax it too.

From Foreign Policy, The Magazine of Global Politics, 

Economics and Ideas

Mooncakes
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NEW 
products
Government here to help

New employment relations and health and safety resource:

the Department of labour has produced two new resources to 
assist businesses.

The Big Six is a series of brochures that contain checklists and 
links to further information which businesses commonly 
seek: health and safety; hiring new employees; pay; holidays 
and leave; managing performance; and ending employment 
relationships. 

The Big Six is available to download from the Department’s 
website.  

to find out more about The Big Six, visit www.dol.govt.nz/big6

The Code of Employment Practice on Infant Feeding was developed 
to provide assistance to employers and employees on how to 
provide unpaid breaks (in addition to rest and meal breaks) and 
appropriate facilities for women who wish to breastfeed their 
babies during a work period.

to find out about the infant feeding code, visit Code of 
employment Practice on infant Feeding (www.ers.dol.govt.nz/
parentalleave/infantfeeding/code/).

Danish from china

an australian company is planning to bring a line of frozen 
unbaked pastries and par-baked breads into australia and 
New zealand from China.

FSP trading Company in Sydney is 
agent for la Rose Noire, a Hong kong 
company with a manufacturing opera-
tion in Dungguan, South China.  

la Rose Noire is well established in the 
Hong kong hospitality industry and 
has sales agents in Shanghai, the USa, 
europe, Japan, Dubai, thailand and 
Singapore. 

the company was founded 18 years 
ago by Swiss pastry chef Gérard Dubois, who continues at the 
helm. 

http://www.la-rose-noire.com

NomiNated auditor for the BiaNZ

For more information please contact:  
T. 0508 00 11 22  E. info@asurequality.com  W. www.asurequality.com

HELPING YOU 
MEET ALL YOUR 
FOOD SAFETY 
REQUIREMENTS

AsureQuality offers the 

baking industry a range 

of services including 

auditing, laboratory testing 

and industry training. 

Our services include: 
› Auditing of your HACCP-based 

Food Safety Programme 

› Multiple accreditations 
including GLOBALGAP, BRC, 
Woolworths Quality Assurance 
and Coles Supplier Management 
Programme

› Food Safety and Internal 
Auditing training

› HACCP and Contamination 
Control training

› Food chemistry, microbiology 
and NIP testing

› Compliance with the FSANZ 
Food Standards Code

Branches at:
Ngauranga (Wellington) * Napier 

Palmerston North * New Plymouth

P: 0800 186 677
F: 0800 186 677

E: orderspn@toops.co.nz

TOOPS now offers Fly Buys
flybuys.co.nz

www.toops.co.nz

The Lower North Island’s largest supplier of…

CATERING * CHILLED & FROZEN GOODS * CONFECTIONERY 
GROCERY * LIQUOR * PACKAGING * VARIETY GOODS

 MEAT AND PRODUCE 

Proudly New Zealand Owned
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We have all seen these adverts. indeed 
some of us pay these people to create 
them. But truth in advertising? Well really!

Check this one: 2001 Suckeymoto Sedan, 
$9000 – WoN't laSt at tHiS PRiCe. Why 
would you spend $9000 on something 
that won't last?

or some magic face cream for ladies that 
if you apply it, not only do your wrinkles 
vanish, but your teeth appear whiter, you 
get a much improved hairdo and you 
learn to smile. all this from a face cream. 
(Check the before-and-after shots on tV.)

then there is “kills 99% of household 
germs”. are these different from other 
germs? and what about the 1% they can't 
kill? are these the ones that are danger-
ous? Should we be worried.? You’d think 
that if they can knock off 99 out of 100 
the last one would be a doddle.

and it's 99% fat- free. So they add sugar, 
salt and other numbered ingredients to 
get the taste back, and it's good for you i 
suppose. 

Sounds a bit like the oat bran boom some 
years ago, when everything had oat bran 
added to improve out health. Did it work? 
Don't hear much about it now. 

i wonder what's next on the health eating 
front. Must ask my chooks. they survive 
on scraps (not fat-free), basic bread (no 
folic acid) and wheat as it comes off the 
stalk. they look fit and happy, and lay 
eggs every day. 

Hmmm.

Cheers,

Gary 

But wait –  
there’s 
more!

Gary cameron 
takes a 
sceptical look 
at advertising

Old fashioned indulgence
 
Brendan Williams investigates a Sydney success story  

i saw no gluten-free products at Bourke 
Street Bakery in Sydney, and asked 
co-owner David McGuiness about it. He 
made no apology.  He and co-owner 
Paul allam, he told me, are in the busi-
ness of catering for “nothing but the 
no-holds-barred worship of all things 
indulgent.”  

they are in the business of scratching 
the itch we all have for crusty, well-
baked, quality bread and pastry goods. 
they may not have an absolute grasp on 
who their customers are, in a traditional 
market research sense, but they know 
for certain that if the product is good, 
then they will come!  

and come they do. i arrived at their 
Bourke Street shop at 2pm on a tuesday 
afternoon and the café was brimming, 
the outside tables were full and a line 
stretched out of the shop and onto the 
footpath. During the 10 minutes or so it 
took me to devour one of their delicious 
gourmet lamb pies, the queue moved 
quickly but remained stretched out to 
the street. 

Friendly touches that foster a 
community atmosphere and ensure you 
are not just another number include 
taking customer first-names for every 
order, which are then shouted across the 
bakery (and outside) when orders are 
completed.

David and Paul, a pastry chef and baker 
respectively, had a vision of creating 
a perfect retail bakery.  it would have 
a small footprint, create a rustic and 
homely atmosphere, and would be 
capable of turning out food appealing 
to the whole community, attracting 
customers back on a daily basis.  

they drove around Sydney for six 
months looking for the perfect spot. 
they settled on the busy Surry Hills 
location and haven’t looked back, 
with two more busy stores now open 
in alexandria and Marrickville. the 

boys have kept the Global Financial 
Crisis at bay with sales up over the last 
12 months.  “Perhaps people are not 
eating out for lunch as much as they did 
and see the bakery lunch as a similar 
indulgence for much less,” says David.  

they have policy of selling out of prod-
uct every day, with leftovers donated to 
charity. 

Drinks in the house

all drinks are made in-store and sold in 
bottles in a move towards ensuring all of 
the products in their stores continue the 
theme and are made by hand and from 
scratch.  Flavours include iced tea, iced 
coffee, Belgian chocolate milk, orange 
juice and old-fashioned lemonade. the 
drinks look great and made me ask 
myself why we don’t see more of that in 
New zealand.

David and Paul have a central manu-
facturing philosophy of sorts, with the 
pastry-goods made at the Marrickville 
store to be baked off at each loca-
tion, and all the bread pre-baked at 
alexandria. to keep it simple they 
supply only their own shops. 

Sourdough enthusiasts might be inter-
ested to know that Bourke Street use the 
wet leaven technique (100% hydration) 
rather than a drier, stiffer leaven. they 
make 100% sourdough and a yeasted 
version labelled as ‘semi-sourdough’.

David reiterated that to make in bulk 
for wholesale would corrupt their 
ideals regarding product quality as it 
is simply not possible to mass-produce 
perfection!

With their thriving community bakeries 
satisfying thousands of customers daily,  
i for one wouldn’t suggest they change 
a thing. 

See the review of their recipe book on 
page 26 in this issue of Slice. 

N
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Mary and thomas thomas own 
and run the Windmill Quality 
Cake Shop in Paraparaumu, 
on the kapiti coast near 
Wellington.  

it is a family business, which 
strives to produce the highest 
quality products and provide 
the best quality services to their 
customers. 

From wedding cakes to 
handcrafted chocolates they’ve 
got something to tantilise 
everyone’s tastebuds.

Mary tells their story, beginning early on the morning of a 
Wednesday in February.

“i was woken at 4.20am by the phone.  it was Chris someone 
from the Nz Police looking for thomas.

“i told him that he was already at work.

“He said ‘So he knows the building is on fire then?’”

“‘No!’ i replied.  that was an awful feeling. i knew that thomas 
had been at work for a while and that he was on his own.

“it turned out that the bank next door was on fire, not the bakery 
as i had first thought. However the damage done was awful.  

“We lost all food, packaging, paperwork and even our 
tupperware! the smoke damage was amazing.  

“We have worked almost non-stop to try and get the bakery 
open as fast as we could.  

“We had Maxi Services come in and do the cleaning as they had 
the right equipment.

“We were blessed to have family to help look after the kids, as we 
couldn’t take them to the bakery as the smell was too strong. 

“it has been an extremely stressful time and a lot of long hours 
but exactly one week after the fire we were able to reopen with 
and extremely clean bakery!

“We were able to fulfil all our orders through our sister shop in 
Porirua. So everyone was still able to get their cakes.  our sister 
shop also helped us get restocked so we were able to open 
sooner.”  

Where 
there’s 
smoke
Kapiti bakery feels the heat

A true story:
We purchased our baking racks from an engineer who was 
particularly cheap. Nobody could get  close to his price. He got 
a lot of work and we wondered how he did it. He was so busy. 
One day we visited his home and found out. He was living in a 
very modest house. He made no money. He 
worked very hard, had good sales, but made 
no profit.  He was almost living in a tent. A 
tent would have been more comfortable!

On the other hand, the owner 
of this house knows a thing 
or two about business. He’s a 
manufacturer. He has production 
systems and uses the systems to 
control materials, labour, waste, 
efficiency, and margins. 
Strangely, the difference between 

the two examples is not great. 
In a bakery you don’t really know how efficient you are unless 
you have a system. You mightn’t see small losses being made on 
every item, every day. Losses that seem trivial at the time but 
add up to huge amounts. And if you are making good money, 
our system will help you improve and stay in front. 

Either way, it’s time to move up a gear 
with an investment that has a quick return.
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Do you need to save your business time and money? 

Do you want to be confident that you have identified all food 
safety issues and are managing them appropriately? 

Do you need your processes to be consistent? 

then using the BiaNz Food Safety Programme template is the 
way to go.

With an increasing emphasis on being trusted suppliers, food 
manufacturers are constantly on the lookout for faster and 
cheaper ways to comply with food safety legislation. 

Using our template means you don’t have to waste time creat-
ing your own Food Safety Programme. this can be particularly 
valuable for those who lack a strong background in food 
legislation requirements. 

the BiaNz Food Safety Programme is one of the best options 
for busy manufacturers. 

the programme template is a simple guide detailing the major 
steps needed to document a Food Safety Programme. each 
individual business simply has to customise the programme with 
their own details and delete the options that don’t apply. 

When complete, your business will have a programme which 
identifies and controls food safety hazards and which reflects 
your actual practice in a consistent and standardised way.  

the HaCCP-based programme can be used by anyone in the 
baking industry and is supported by the New zealand Food 
Safety authority. 

BiaNz members also have the opportunity to use auditors 
from asureQuality who are familiar with the BiaNz tailored 
programme, speeding up the audit process and saving time and 
money.

BiANZ Food Safety Programme Updates

all Systems Go ltd are currently working on BiaNz Food Safety 
Programme template updates. these updates will be available 
free to all BiaNz members who have already bought the BiaNz 
Food Safety Programme. 

the updates will reflect industry advances since 2007 in an 
easy-to-spot manner. Members will be able to update their 
programmes accordingly, keeping current with principal 
improvements. 

Updates will be distributed electronically by BiaNz executive 
officer Belinda Jeursen after May 2010. Please call 0800 692 253 
to request updates. 

Save time and money 
A BiANZ Food Safety Programme helps you do both
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Events calendar
What When Where

ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND

BAKENZ 2010
Demonstrations, competitions, networking, 
the aGM and all of Fine Food Nz.

13–15 June aSB 
Showgrounds, 
auckland

Bakery of the Year Competition
judging

Weston Milling trainee of  
the Year Competition

BiaNz annual General Meeting

13 June  
10.00am

10.00am–1.00pm

 
5.00pm

aSB 
Showgrounds, 
auckland

Facilitated Practical Workshop – BiaNz 
lounge

14 June 
10.30am–1.00pm

BiaNz lounge 

BiaNz annual awards Dinner 14 June 
4.30pm

Rendezvous 
Hotel, cnr 
Mayoral Drive 
and Vincent St, 
auckland

Bakels Pie Awards judging

Bakels Pie Awards dinner

22 July

27 July

auckland

auckland

Fine Food Australia 7–10 September Sydney 
Convention 
and exhibition 
Centre

Sachsenback 
trade fair for the bakery and  
confectionary trades.

11–13 September Dresden, 
Germany

IBIE 
international Baking industry exposition

26–29 September las Vegas 
Convention 
Center

Foodtech/Packtech	
New zealand’s premier event for the food 
& beverage technology and packaging 
technology industries

12–14 october aSB 
Showgounds, 
auckland

Bakery Indonesia 27–30 october Jakarta 
international 
expo

36th Winter Fancy Food Show 
North america’s largest specialty food 
and beverage marketplace.

16–18 January San Francisco, 
USa

Gulfood Exhibition 20–23 February Dubai, Uae

EV
EN

TS

Reducing New Zealand’s 
sodium footprint

the evidence is compelling; consuming 
too much sodium (salt) is linked to high 
blood pressure – a major risk factor for 
heart disease.  tragically, heart disease 
remains New zealander’s single biggest 
killer.  if we can, as a country, make 
stepwise moves to reduce the amount 
of sodium in our food supply, we will be 
helping significantly in the fight against 
premature death from heart disease.  

Previous Slice articles have highlighted 
how the bread industry has made 
significant sodium reductions since 
2007.  as a result, many kiwis now enjoy 
their bread as they always have – but 
without so much sodium. 

it is encouraging to note that other food 
categories and food companies are 
gradually reducing the sodium content 
of their products.  Currently we are sit-
ting at 9g salt (3322mg sodium) per day 
per person, which is still a long way off 
the target of 6g salt (2300mg sodium). 

to step up the pace, the Heart 
Foundation, with support from a range 
of food companies, has launched Project 
HeartSaFe (Sodium advisory and Food 
evaluation).  the aim of this initiative is 
to increase awareness across the food 
industry of the importance of reducing 
sodium levels in manufactured foods. 

Project HeartSaFe is a collaborative and 
industry-led approach, focused initially 
on processed meat and breakfast cereal 
categories. the project involves repre-
sentation from food companies, food 
industry bodies, the Heart Foundation, 
the Ministry of Health, New zealand 
Food Safety authority, and facilitated by 
Network PR.  

the first meeting of Project HeartSaFe 
was held earlier in the year, where the 
impact of excessive sodium intake on 
heart health and the need to work 
across the food industry was agreed.  as 
a result, a smaller working group has 
been formed to ensure the continued 
momentum of this initiative and help 
facilitate the ongoing reduction of our 
sodium footprint. 

A Tradition of Quality
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it is great to see how the number of partners to the BiaNz 
continues to grow. Recently we have welcomed Barker’s 
Fruit Processors, chelsea Sugar, Nestlé Professional, Milly 
Systems,  and Unibag. 

Barker’s have always supported the association at 
conferences and other events, and have now com-

mitted to a silver partnership, showing yet again how dedicated 
they are to the BiaNz and the industry.

Milly System, the proven bakery costing and recipe 
management system, have also signed up as a Silver 

partner. Graham Ritson is so enthusiastic about the industry and 
his software that he has released a special BIANZ version, and 
this comes at a special members price. if you have ever thought 
about using his software, now is the time to start.

chelsea recently expressed interest in supporting 
BiaNz. this fresh partnership is greatly welcome as 
we all have a lot to gain from their expertise. their 

involvement starts with an innovative demonstration at the 
up-coming Fine Food show and some easy recipes, fully costed 
out, ready to sell. 

Nestlé, always a big and highly respected 
supporter of the food service industry, has  

now shown a further commitment to the baking sector and, 
more importantly, BiaNz. their bronze partnership is just the 
beginning of Nestlé’s commitment. they offer a big range 
of buoillons, mousses, chocolates, condensed milk … great 
products and always of the highest of quality. 

Unibag, like so many companies, have 
been dedicated supporters of BiaNz 

at various events and have now further committed to BiaNz 
through a bronze partnership. Unibag is supplying part of the 
prize package for the Bakery of the Year™ competition.  Printed 
bags are the best and most simple way to brand your business. 
Call Unibag today to get a special BiaNz member's price. it is 
probably much cheaper than you think

Don’t overlook the Bakery of the Year® 
competition this year. it gets even better this year with the 
generous prize from longtime bronze partner Burns & Ferrall: a 
brand new Rondo Sheeter.

Westpac have lowered their credit card rate 
for BiaNz members to 2.65%, far better than any non-member 
could negotiate and a great saving for all of us. 

You don’t even have to bank with Westpac to take advantage 
of this. all you have to do is phone them and talk to merchant 
services and they will tell you how easy it is .

Partners to the 
BIANZ report
 
Michael Gray reports on six new partners 
offering ever more benefits to BiaNz 
members

TM

unibag packaging limited

Wellington Baker Jean-louis Macadre has been awarded a 
knighthood by his home country for his work in spreading the 
French love of food – French food in particular of course. He was 
made a knight of the order of agricultural Merit in a ceremony at 
the French embassy in Wellington in april.

Jean-louis Macadre is an ardent missionary for the highest qual-
ity of baking and a sometimes-vocal critic of some New zealand 
attempts, especially at French-style bread.

Mr Macadre, 54, told the Wellington newspaper, the Dominion 
Post, that he was surprised by the honour, which had been 
talked about for five years.

He opened his Bordeaux Bakery in Wellington in 1992. it now 
operates from a bakery/café in thordon with three retail outlets 
in the city.

Mr Macadre’s wife, Gail Donaldson, told the Dominion Post that 
Mr Macadre had introduced Wellington – and therefore New 
zealand – to a new form of bread. “He truly believes that every 
New zealander would like to eat nice bread.”

He was the first to make ficelle – a small baguette – in New 
zealand, Ms Donaldson said. “Within about two years every café 
and bakery was making them.”

Her husband treated baking as an artform, she told the paper. 
“the secret of good bread is in the baker’s hands.”

Baking is a family affair. Mr Macadre’s son back in France was 
a patissier, his brother and nephew were bakers, and the 
Wellington Macadre’s own four children aged between three 
and 14 are a common sight at the Wellington bakery. “they’ve 
slept in baskets under the oven.”

France has orders of merit in four categories – maritime, 
agriculture, academic and arts.

the system was established after the French Revolution as a way 
of recognising achievement.

the order of agricultural Merit was created in 1883 for devotion 
to the cause of agriculture, including food and wine.  

The	knight	of	
the	oven

accolade for Wellington baker 
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With over 15 years of hands-
on experience with chocolate, 
Richard Hingston definitely 
knows a ‘thing or two’ about 
cocoa beans and working with 
chocolate. Richard, who works 
as Sous Chef/Pastry Chef at the 
Crowne Plaza in Christchurch, 
said there is a distinct process 
that chocolate has to go through 
before it becomes the final 
product that people are familiar 
with. 

“First, cocoa beans are mixed 
and cleaned to remove dust and 
sand,” he said.

“they are then cracked and 
roasted at 121°C for a length of 
time to determine the desired 
cocoa aroma. the beans are then 
sent to a mill to refine the cocoa 
particles.”

Richard said in order to create 
smooth chocolate, the cocoa 
particle size needs to be kept to a 
minimum.

“this happens during fine rolling 
or milling, where the cocoa but-
ter is released and a liquid pulp 
called cocoa mass is formed.”

the next step in the chocolate-
making process is called 
‘conching’.

“this process involves knead-
ing the cocoa mass in a giant 
machine called a conch.  During 
this step, the chocolate mass is 
heated, agitated and the final 
aroma is developed.  Cocoa 
butter is added to give the mass 
its fluidity.”

With over 15 years hands on  
experience with chocolate, Richard 
Hingston definitely knows a ‘thing or 
two’ about cocoa beans and working  
with chocolate.

Richard who works as Sous Chef /
Pastry Chef at the Crowne Plaza in 
Christchurch said there is a distinct 
process that chocolate has to go 
through before it becomes the final 
product that people are familiar with. 

“First, cocoa beans are mixed and 
cleaned to remove dust and sand,”  
he said.

“They are then cracked and roasted at 
121°C for a length of time to determine 
the desired cocoa aroma. The beans  
are then sent to a mill to refine the 
cocoa particles.”

Richard said in order to create smooth 
chocolate, the cocoa particle size needs 
to be kept to a minimum.

“This happens during fine rolling or 
milling, where the cocoa butter is 
released and a liquid pulp called  
cocoa mass is formed.”

The next step in the chocolate-making 
process is called ‘conching’.

“This process involves kneading the 
cocoa mass in a giant machine called a 
conch.  During this step, the chocolate 
mass is heated, agitated and the final 
aroma is developed.  Cocoa butter is 
added to give the mass its fluidity.”

Once a liquid is formed from the cocoa 
beans, several types of chocolate can  
be created.

the art 
of chocolate

Chocolate has tantalised our taste buds 
since it was first discovered and used as 
currency in the 1500s.

From the beginning, turning raw, bitter 
cocoa beans into what one 17th century 
writer called “the only true food of the 
gods” was a fine art involving a delicate 
mixture of alchemy and science.  However, 
in 1875 a 31 year old candy maker in Vevey 
named Daniel Peter figured out how to 
combine milk and cocoa powder.  The result 
– milk chocolate.

Peter who was a friend and neighbour of 
Henri Nestlé, started a company that would 
quickly become the world’s leading maker of 
chocolate.  For three decades the company 
called Peter, Cailler, Kohler relied on Nestlé 
for milk and marketing expertise.  In 1929, 
a merger took place when Nestlé acquired 
Peter, Cailler, Kohler.

fast facts on chocolate

8

TM

ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND

the Baking industry association of New zealand is pleased to welcome Nestlé 
Professional as a bronze partner.  

as a partner, Nestlé offers BiaNz members special discounts on their famously 
excellent range of products and an ongoing supportive relationship with the 
association.

Nestlé Professional products are available from leading foodservice distributors 
nationwide. 

For more information contact Nestlé Professional on 0800 830 840.

the art 
of chocolate
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once a liquid is formed from the 
cocoa beans, several types of 
chocolate can be created. “one of 
the superior guaranteed forms of 
chocolate is couverture,” Richard 
said.

“in the trade, the term ‘cou-
verture’ is usually used for 
the chocolate taken as a basic 
material for other products such 
as bars and filled chocolates.”

the term ‘couverture’ is pro-
tected under the Commodities 
act and may only be used to 
describe plain (dark) or milk 
chocolate with a total fat content 
of at least 31 percent. the quality 
of chocolate is largely dependent 
on the total fat content.

“the higher the fat content of 
the chocolate the more readily it 
melts in the mouth.”

Regardless of its quality, white 
chocolate cannot be called 
‘couverture’.

“another process that chocolate 
undergoes to give it ‘snap 
and gloss’ is tempering. this 
process involves slowly heating 
chocolate then slowly cooling it, 
which allows the cocoa butter 
molecules to solidify.”

The following is Richard’s 
guide for tempering chocolate:

Temperatures

Plain (Dark) heat to 50˚C,  
  cool to 26˚C,  
  heat to 31˚C

Milk   heat to 45˚C,  
  cool to 24˚C,  
  heat to 28˚C

White  heat to 40˚C,  
  cool to 24˚C,  
  heat to 28˚C

Chocolate has tantalised our taste buds since it was first discovered 

and used as currency in the 1500s.

From the beginning, turning raw, bitter cocoa beans into what one 

17th century writer called “the only true food of the gods” was a fine 

art involving a delicate mixture of alchemy and science. 

However, in 1875 a 31-year-old candy maker in Vevey named Daniel 

Peter figured out how to combine milk and cocoa powder.  the result 

– milk chocolate.

Peter who was a friend and neighbour of Henri Nestlé, started a 

company that would quickly become the world’s leading maker of 

chocolate.  For three decades the company called Peter, Cailler, kohler 

relied on Nestlé for milk and marketing expertise.  in 1929, a merger 

took place when Nestlé acquired Peter, Cailler, kohler.

fast facts on chocolate

there are three main cocoa beans: Criollo – which are rare and 

expensive; trinitario – a hybrid bean with mellow character; and 

Forastere – the major bean used in chocolate making.

Cocoa beans are found on the kakao tree. these 2–4 metre tall trees 

flourish in an average temperature of 25°C and bear oval fruit (pods) 

which are about 15–30 cm long and have a yellow or red colour.  

each pod contains 25–50 beans that are harvested approximately 

twice a year. once cut from the tree and opened lengthways, the 

beans are then removed from their pods. 

the beans are then fermented in trays, on the ground or on mats. 

the fermentation process can take from 5–22 days, depending on 

the climate. this process kills any germination of the beans. once 

complete, a brown colouring agent is formed in the bean.
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Imagine it’s 1893 and you 
are the pastry chef at the 
Palmer House Hotel in 

Chicago. Socialite Bertha 
Palmer (her husband 
owns the hotel) calls you 
out from the kitchen one 
morning and asks you 
to develop a recipe. She 

wants a dessert that ladies 
attending the upcoming 

Columbian exposition can 
eat while at the fair. it must be 

smaller than a piece of cake and 
easy to eat as part of a boxed lunch. 

What you come up with is the precursor to the modern choco-
late brownie. the hotel still makes it today. Your name is long 
forgotten, but you have left a chocolate legacy that millions of 
home and professional bakers around the world will benefit 
from.

Well that’s one version of how chocolate brownies came to be. 
there are many other stories revolving around baking errors that 
resulted in a brownie. 

Recipes for brownies have been around since the late 1800s 
but they only really picked up in popularity in the 1930s when 
chocolate manufacturers marketed their products more aggres-
sively in america through cookbooks, promotions and demon-
strations.  Chocolate became cheaper and more accessible to all 
sectors of society and the brownie never looked back.

i have never met anyone who doesn’t like brownies. When made 
properly they are the perfect treat. With or without nuts, coffee, 
cream cheese, chocolate chips or icing, eaten as is or with ice 

cream, yoghurt or cream, for morning tea or as a rich dessert, 
these are mere details beside the most important characteristic 
of a brownie – that is their dense, moist quality. 

an overbaked brownie is an abomination. any good recipe will 
tell you to take the brownie out of the oven as early as possible, 
when a skewer test still shows real moisture. if the skewer 
comes out dry, your brownie has gone too far and is no longer 
a brownie but a piece of dry chocolate cake. 

Generally a brownie sits somewhere between a cake and a 
slice, and some are more cake-like while others are heavier, 
chewier and fudgy. 

Brownies are usually baked in a square pan, although some 
people bake them in a cake tin and cut slices as if it were a 
cake. 

the emphasis in most recipes (and there are thousands) on 
chocolate, cocoa, eggs and butter with very little flour is what 
makes a brownie so different to cake.

i’ve made brownies countless times, working as a baker and at 
home, and have come to the conclusion that the addition of 
espresso coffee makes all the difference, both to  the flavour 
and the colour. i would also hesitate to make a brownie that 
didn’t contain nuts of some kind – walnuts, hazelnuts or even 
peanuts, either chopped and included in the mixture or put on 
top – but the combination of nuts and chocolate seems to me 
to be a quintessential part of that brownie peak experience. 
equally, the quality of the chocolate used makes the difference 
between average and superb. 

the richness and flavor should be chocolatey, not sugary, 
so that eating a brownie is a rich, lip-smacking indulgence, 
leaving you completely sated, but never sickened. 

An overbaked brownie 
is an abomination 
by Belinda Jeursen
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Weston	Milling	Trainee	of	the	Year	Competition	

Finalists	announced	

Plus Celebrities – the 
icing on the cake

Weston Milling’s trainee of the Year 
competition is run in conjunction with 
BakeNz, the BiaNz Conference, held 
at a main centre in New zealand every 
year. 

the final round of the Weston Milling 
Competition, a live bake-off, always 
makes compelling viewing. 

the competition is in full swing now: 
the top 9 have been selected and 
are in intensive training. they will be 
competing at the live bake-off at the 
aSB Showgrounds in auckland on 
13–15 June. . 

Marnie oberer will be back again for 
her third year as MC of this year’s final 
of the trainee of the Year Competition. 
Bringing experience and knowledge 
with her, she will be ready again to 
tackle the hard questions, get the 
crowd going and ease the competitors 
as they create there masterpieces. 

And also…

this year Weston Milling will be host-
ing a Celebrity Bake-off, seeing some 
of our favourite celebrities baking with 
some of New zealand’s great bakers. 

alison Mau, Jay Jay Feeney, Dan 
Buckley and Steve Dunstan will 
compete for the title of Weston 
Milling’s top Celebrity Baker. 

this will see our celebs working with 
three professionals to create a master-
piece by decorating a cake. 

look out for more information on 
what is going to be a competition to 
remember.

See www.westonmilling.co.nz ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND

Alison Mau Jay Jay Feeney Marnie Oberer

Steve Dunstan and Dan Buckley

The Finalists

Melly Melly NSIA
Dan Burt Gardens New World Dunedin, Skills for Work
Nana Rouru  Pak’n Save Palmerston North, Plant and Food
Mazulu Ndhlovu  Fresh Choice Springlands Blenheim, Skills for Work
Nicole Oldridge  Jacksons Bakery
Phi Burton-French Windmill Quality Cake Shop, Plant and Food
Jason Hay Richoux Patisserie, Competenz
Taura Griffiths Yarrows
Dion Ram Yarrows

Finalists hard 
at it during last 
year’s bake-off 
in Wellington.

A Tradition of Quality
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this year’s Bakery of the Year® Competition will be judged live, in 
the public gaze, for the first time. as a feature of Fine Food New 
zealand, it will be a big public too.

as always, we have some of the baking industry’s top experts 
involved in the process of deciding New zealand’s Bakery of the 
Year®. 

Find out who they are and get some valuable tips for making 
sure your entry stands the best possible chance of winning an 
award.

The chief Judge

Paul Hansen of 
Yarrows (the 
Bakers) ltd has 
more than 40 
years’ experience 
in the baking 
industry, includ-
ing some years 
as owner of his 
owner bakery and 
restaurant. He has 
nurtured and es-

tablished a number of baking competitions aimed at raising skill 
levels in the industry, often acting as a judge for competitions 
locally and internationally. While with Nz Bakels he established 
the Pie of the Year awards and was recently appointed auditor 
of the Bakels Supreme Pie awards as it is now known. Paul is the 
recipient of a lifetime achievement award from BiaNz, a rare 
honour.

He sums up his approach to judging like this: “People enter a 
competition putting forward their best effort and as a judge 
you respect this foremost. When i look at a cluster of product 
on show i make very sure i first understand the competition 

brief and product specifications, then mark them as individual 
items to those specs. the specifications set the bench mark. 
attention to detail and consistency are primary considerations 
for me when viewing batch-baked items for example. there 
is a tremendous amount of effort and pride on show in any 
competition so you start by treating them as, and respecting 
them as, equals. it’s just such a great industry with very pas-
sionate people in it.”

The Auditor

Gary cameron got into baking 
by accident, having served an ap-
prenticeship in sheet metal work 
and coppersmithing (five years 
of purgatory he says), then, after 
managing service stations, selling 
used cars, and driving for tip top 
ice cream, went into a seven-day 
dairy with his wife Jean. 

after selling the dairy, he agreed 
to help out the late Jack almao 
driving a delivery van for two 
weeks. He left Big Ben (later 
Goldenbake) after seven years, 
having become the factory 

manager. He then joined Jack almao in buying Collins Bakery in 
lower Hutt. 

Gary was introduced to the Baking Society by Jack almao, who 
was a close friend of founder Ray Walker. over the next 30 years 
Gary served on local and New zealand apprenticeship com-
mittees and was also a negotiator with the unions on wages in 
the days of the national awards. (that was fun he says.) He got 
involved with the competition early on too, working with John 
and Hannie Van til as gofer and bread cutter, and took over 
running the competition when they retired. 

Men in 
white 
coats
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Gary says he has had a great time being involved over 
the years, with the baking, the competition, the people, 
the ups and downs, and still believes training young 
people is the way to go. Gary and Jean are proud to 
have helped 26 young people into level 4 baking, and 
especially proud that one of their apprentices, Natilee 
orbell, won the Weston Milling apprentice of the Year 
in 2003.

The Judges

Ralf Schmidt has been 
key lecturer and the 
Programme leader in Baking 
at the Manukau institute of 
technology since 2004. 

Following an apprenticeship 
as a confectioner at a hotel 
in Frankfurt, he began his 
career-proper as a kitchen 
officer in the German Navy. 
He has since worked as a 
pastry chef in numerous 

situations around the world, been involved in quality control, 
operations and food safety, carried out assessor training, and 
taken part in international food shows as a competitor and a 
judge. 

He describes his approach to judging: “i like to see accurate and 
clean work which reflects the personality or ideas of the baker. 
Baking is a very old trade and new aspects are hard to incorpo-
rate, so it's a challenge to make those products right for modern 
tastes and dietary requirements. it's also a pleasure to see how 
different cultures influence traditional products.”

Matt Armstrong has been in the baking 
industry for 15 years. He completed his ap-
prenticeship in 1998 with a trade Certificate 
qualification in cake baking, pastry cooking 
and bread baking combined. 

Matt now works at Yarrows the Bakers 
ltd in New Plymouth with responsibility 
for technical and training support, and 
sales and marketing. He works closely with bakery research and 
development teams at Yarrows the Bakers ltd and Gilles.  

Matt says he has been fortunate to have travelled widely and 
experience firsthand “our exciting trade and how passionate 
bakery industry people are. i am very privileged and excited to 
have been asked to be one of the judges for this event. 

“My approach to the judging will focus on all aspects of the 
baking trade, from baking techniques to execution and most of 
all visual appearance, taste and the wow factor.”

Paris-born Bruno Falco trained in his home city in a boulange-
rie-patisserie. after working for some years in Paris he moved to 
london to work in different areas of his trade, including a bakery, 
restaurant, hotel and shop, as well as a large factory, la Maison 
Des Sorbet. 

Bruno then decided to go to Sydney in 
australia and do more hotel work, but fi-
nally ended up in New zealand where he 
owned his own boulangerie-patisserie 
for four years. He currently works at the 
French Bakery in Christchurch. 

about the competition, he says, “First 
of all i want to wish all the competition 
entrants the best of luck. What i will 
be looking for when i am judging the 
competition is beauty for the eyes, good 
flavours so i don’t have to guess what it is, consistency, and the 
right balance between ingredients and textures.”

Marcus Braun lectures in baking and 
patisserie at Christchurch Polytechnic 
institute of technology. He trained 
initially as a hotel pastry chef. 

Marcus has worked in some of New 
zealand’s top bakeries and hotels, 
and owned his own bakery business 
for seven years. He was elected to 
represent members on the executive 
of the BiaNz in 2003, a role which he 
relinquished after selling his business 
and starting his teaching career. 

Marcus has won gold medals nationally and internationally in 
numerous baking, cookery and patisserie competitions. He has 
previously and still participates as a manager and coach to chef 
and bakery student teams to compete on the competition stage, 
with great success, including winning the coveted toque d’or 
and aNzBake titles.

Renny Aprea is a Senior lecturer 
on the Patisserie Programme at 
aUt University. 

Renny’s judging history is varied 
and long. He has for the past 
three years acted as Chief Judge 
for the Fiji National Culinary 
Fare, assisted the Chief Judge at 
the auckland Regional Culinary 
Fare and judged as Senior/Head 
Judge at National Culinary Fare for over 14 years, in hot kitchen, 
static and patisserie. Renny holds a level 4 Judge’s unit standard 
and is currently completing level 5. 

as a patisserie lecturer and judge for culinary and patisserie 
competitions his focus is first and foremost on professional 
practice. He says, “attention to detail and presentation are 
paramount for me as a judge and as a consumer, whether it is 
a meal in a restaurant, a purchase in a patisserie, or assessing a 
brand new student learning to be a pastry chef or chef. 

“innovation, individuality, commitment as well as a strong sense 
of understanding, and respect for the process and ingredients 
required to perform those tasks necessary to present a good 
product, while following proper safe food practices, are all 
important.” 

A close look at the Bakery of the Year deciders 
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like many immigrants, Wellington 
chocolatier Jiří Havlík has changed his 
first name. He prefers to be known as 
George rather than hear New zealanders 
mangle the Czech original. 

He is fussy like that, seeking perfection, 
spurning compromise. 

First love

i asked him how he got into chocolate. 

“i loved it since i was 12 years old,” he 
said. “My brother used to work as a 
baker in Belgium and when i was 12 he 
invited us for a visit and took me where 
he was working, and the guy there who 
was doing cakes and bread also had a 
little corner where he made chocolate. 

He made bunnies the size of me and 
easter eggs and so on and i tried it and i 
thought ‘wow this is so cool’.” 

Back home in the Czech Republic, George 
went on to become a pastry chef but his 
special interest in chocolate remained. 
“Chocolate decorations go hand-in-hand 
with pastry but there wasn't much 
training on chocolate itself so i purchased 
books that i learnt from.” 

George's first job after completing his 
pastry chef apprenticeship was in his 
brother-in-law's bakery. there he started 
“nagging” as he puts it, until eventually 
his brother-in-law started doing some 
serious chocolate work as well.

Because of their connections in Belgium 
they were able to get some good moulds.

The breakthrough 

George recalls the first mould they 
bought: a little eiffel tower. at the time 
they were making a product they called 
Paris cake. it was, he says, “quite plain 
– just mousse covered in chocolate and 
a few cream roses on top.” When they 
added the chocolate tower, sales took 
off. they had trouble keeping up with 
demand. they bought another mould, a 
squirrel, and put that on their hazelnut 
cake. again, says George, sales shot up.

His brother-in-law's business changed 
from then on, moving away from 
pastry and the café idea to specialise in 
chocolate. Now with 16 chocolate stores 
around the Czech Republic, George’s 
brother-in-law uses several tonnes of 
chocolate per week.

Bohemein Fresh Chocolates in 

Wellington, formerly Melting Perfection, 

opened in 2005 and was recently 

renamed to further its services and 

image. 

a Bohemian is a resident of the former 

kingdom of Bohemia in what is now 

the Czech Republic. “Bohemein = fresh 

chocolates!” says the business’s website.

Jiri Havlik (George) is chocolatier, founder 

and director. 

Photo by Jeff M
cEw

en

Fresh enthusiasm
by David tossman

Profile
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Love undimmed

George's love affair with chocolate 
continues undimmed. “Chocolate is 
such a great medium: you can use it in 
savoury, you can use it in sweet, you can 
use it in show pieces. there's no end to 
it. or you can use part of it: the cocoa for 
baking or the butter for savoury cooking. 
or you can replace the butter when 
making mousses. it's got so many uses 
it's almost scary.”

He puts chocolate makers at the top of 
a status list (which he hastens to add 
is not really serious) with pastry chefs 
lower and chefs at the bottom. What 
really appeals to George is the precision 
chocolate demands. “that's the way i like 
it,” he says. “i like to be perfect.”

“You've got to be onto it the whole time. 
there's no 'she'll be right'. You make a 
mistake in tempering your chocolate and 
it might look ok at the time, but in two 
weeks’ time it will be all grey and horrible 
and you can't use it at all, so your output 
always has to be 100 percent.”

“also you're playing with small doses of 
flavour. You just have to be perfect. You 
have a badly made caramel and people 
will know it straight away. With a cake 
icing you can get away with a bit more.” 

Perfectibility aside, chocolate making 
has other advantages over baking from 
George's point of view, most notably in 
time management. You don't have to 
work constantly unsocial hours. the stock 
remains fresh for two to three weeks (or 
even months with factory-made com-
mercial chocolate). 

“it's not as panicky as baking,” says 
George. Nevertheless he was starting 
work at 2am to build up stock in the 
weeks before easter. He also he points 
out that many of the products take 
several days to complete and finish so 
careful planning and preparation is 
essential.

The big move

George came to New zealand in 1999 
and first went to see a baker his brother 
had previously worked for, Peter Gray at 
Nada Bakery in Wellington. Peter Gray 
didn't have a vacancy at the time but 
clearly he liked the Havliks and referred 
George on to his close friend and fellow-
baker Graham Heaven in Napier. 

George stayed at Heaven's Bakery for 
only seven months. He remains grateful 

Continued on page 22
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to Jason Heaven for putting up with his 
then-very-limited english (it is now fluent 
and almost accentless) and letting him go 
without fuss. George's wife-to-be Hana 
had arrived and was keen to settle in 
Wellington where her nursing qualifica-
tions would stand her in better stead. 

George still misses “back home.” He has 
gone back a few times and seen some 
changes and improvements, but he is 
very happy with what New zealand has 
done for him. “the opportunities in New 
zealand are so much greater than back 
home. What i achieved here in 10 years 
would have taken me 30 to 40 back 
home. and you've got only one life so 
why not try it? 

“What i love about New zealand is the 
simple fact that if you try hard you're 
going to get results, whereas back home, 
if you don't have connections or money, 
no matter how hard you try, nothing will 
happen. and then there's the nature and 
the cleanliness. 

The market

High quality chocolate is not widely 
known yet in New zealand so “you need 
to educate a lot. things that are taken for 
granted in europe, like what is a truffle, 
have to be explained to customers quite 
clearly.”

George bemoans the fact that New 
zealand doesn’t have a culture of 
chocolatiers in the manner of France, 
Belgium or his native Czech Republic. 
as a result the market here allows some 
artisan chocolate makers to get away 
with sub-standard work. there are many 

New zealand chocolate makers out there 
saying “we're doing the right thing” 
but, says George, it's not true. He tries 
to put it mildly. “i sometimes get a bit 
disappointed. Some of these companies 
have been here for some time and have 
unfortunately established a standard and 
people seek that standard. But it's not a 
high standard.”

George is nevertheless prepared to 
acknowledge some good New zealand 
chocolate makers, naming some half a 
dozen around the country. 

The future

Bohemein products currently sell 
through three retail outlets: a classy shop 
in Wellington's downtown Featherston 
Street, a tiny one at the front of his 
workshop in inner-suburban Hataitai, 
and Moore Wilson's Fresh, the Wellington 
gourmet supermarket, which carries both 
loose chocolates and his premium boxed 
product. He has been in Moore Wilson's 
for only seven months but is clearly 
pleased with the response. 

He sees a need to diversify because 
gourmet presentation chocolates are 
very seasonal, selling largely as gifts at 
Christmas and easter.

George now plans to “play in the area of 
decorations” making, for example choco-
late cigarillos, for the wider catering, 
baking and pastry trade. He recognises 
that most bakers and pastry chefs have 
the skills but says they don't always have 
the time and the space. there's also a 
degree of wastage that can be avoided 
with pre-made decorations. 

the emphasis, as with all his work, is on 
quality, starting with the best ingredi-
ents. “i want to do all those things out of 
good chocolate. there's nothing worse 
than having a good cake and having 
not-so-good chocolate on it. it's like 
having a good salad and putting a bad 
dressing on it.”

He has started on an almost experimen-
tal basis at the retail level, putting some 
chocolate decorations – cigarillos, dessert 
cups, shavings and suchlike – through 
Moore Wilson's Fresh. “and people like it. 
Just the general public!”

He will be going up against some good 
imported product in the trade market, 
however, he says “i've got nothing 
against the Dutch, but should you bring it 
across the world when you can make the 
same thing with the same quality here?” 

He also sees some edge in targeting the 
typically small bakeries in New zealand 
(compared with their european coun-
terparts), offering products in packages 
of 30 or 100 rather than cartons of 500. 
“New zealand-friendly,” he calls it.

George has recently innovated with a 
clever little folding package – no glue – 
that he's supplying to hotels. they place 
them on guest pillows. 

it's a small, competitive high-volume-
small-margin market but one with obvi-
ous potential. in another novel touch, the 
classy little Museum Hotel in Wellington 
presents guests with two Bohemein 
chocolate coins, one black, one gold, in 
line with the décor. 

George is proud of that idea. 

Fresh enthusiasm continued from page 21
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i was at first a bit bewildered with the 
idea of Gateway. i had heard of work 
experience and had helped many 
students participate, but Gateway is 
different and better. it works across all 
industry sectors and is relevant to each 
workplace a student is placed into. 

i have now had four Gateway students.  
the most recent one has left school and 
is now working full time at Nada Bakery.

What is Gateway?

the Gateway Programme allows a 
student to spend up to two days a week 
in a selected workplace, learning skills 
from on-the-job experience and working 
towards completion of unit standards 
that can be credited towards his or her 
NCea. 

Schools coordinate the learning between 
the school, the appropriate ito, and the 
employer.  

it is funded by the tertiary education 
Commission and offers students what the 
schools call “the opportunity to experi-
ence structured workplace learning in 
Year 12 and 13.” 

Students in the programme get a head 
start on their chosen careers and further 
training opportunities such as Modern 
apprenticeships and industry training. 

Why Gateway

the reason that i am so committed to 
Gateway is the experience i had with that 
last placement i took on, a young man 
named adrian Mitchell. 

adrian had worked as a baker's assistant 
at Nada for a year but was always telling 
me how great chefs were. Being as pas-
sionate about baking as i am, i told him in 

no uncertain terms 
that he was suffering 
an illusion and that 
bakers have it better. 

adrian went off to a 
couple of Gateway 
restaurant place-
ments in 2008 but, 
come 2009, he had 
realised that i was 
right: bakers do 
have it better. He 
asked if he could 
do a Gateway stint 
at Nada. We agreed 
and he became part 
of the team. aotea 
College’s Gateway coordinator came and 
saw me with the appropriate documenta-
tion and explained how the placement 
would work.

after his restaurant experience, adrian 
reckons baking offers greater variety over 
the working day and more of a teamwork 
environment. 

How to make it work

i have found the best way to make it 
work is to give the student a standard 
production schedule to complete every 
week. adrian was trained every tuesday 
to make a variety of products on his own 
including slices, cakes and breads. He 
then assisted other bakers, building for 
himself an all-round skill set. 

in this time he also had to complete 
several unit standards. these were 
straight from the baking apprenticeship 
core curriculum and involved icings, 
bread and food safety practices. 

to complete these standards, someone 
in the workplace must verify that the 
student is competent in making a certain 

product, much like a standard assess-
ment, and also complete a workbook 
that is then sent away and marked.

Why Gateway is the future

like the recent new employee trial period 
that the government introduced last year, 
gateway students are on a job trial for a 
year with no obligation for the employer 
to take them on full time. 

adrian had to prove himself throughout 
the year that he not only had a good 
work ethic but also that he related well to 
all of our team. He did.

Gateway also helps the student decide if 
they really want to be a baker a chef or a 
mechanic and therefore they don’t waste 
anybody’s time once they leave school 
and start moving into the job market. 

training is one of the most important 
investments that you can make in your 
business and our industry. a saying of 
tom o’toole’s is fresh in my mind as i 
write this. “What if i train these people 
and they leave? But what if i don’t train 
them and they stay!”

Michael Gray offers advice to Gateway  
recruit Adrian Mitchell.

Gateway opening
Michael Gray of Nada Bakery finds 
a keen new worker and praises  
a government programmeTR
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Some of New zealand’s most experienced bakers went back to school in March for 
a test run of Nz Bakels’ new advanced Baking Courses, the courses are being run in 
conjunction with the prestigious Richemont Bakery School of lucerne, Switzerland.

this year, Nz Bakels are introducing the 
first of their advanced Baking Courses 
in conjunction with the prestigious 
Richemont Bakery School of lucerne 
Switzerland.

the first course, advanced Baking Course 
Bread, will run from July 5 to July 16  and 
will be tutored by a Richemont Bakery 
tutor, Mr thomas Doetkotte, assisted by 
Bakels Head Bakery tutor Mr Malcolm 
Cook.  

the first course will concentrate on 
artisan breads. the courses offered will 
be for two weeks. Nz Bakels are now 
taking applications for the first Bread 
Course in July.

From 2011 onwards, Nz Bakels will be 
offering further advanced courses in 
Confectionery/Creative Cakes, Pastry 
Shop, and Bakery Management.

Students too

Nz Bakels also conducts day release 
courses in auckland and week-long block 
training courses for bakery students in 
Palmerston North and Christchurch.

these are run and meet the industry 
training organisation unit standards 
approved by the Nz Qualifications 
authority.

the unit standards cover level 2 to level 
4 in in-store, franchise, plant, and craft  
baking, taking the students from the 
start of their apprenticeship to the final 
stages.  

to ensure that all unit standards are 
achieved, extra study needs to be 
completed with evidence of these 
achievements.  a National Certificate in 
Food Production Baking can be obtained 
through these courses.

For costs and other details on courses 
available, contact Malcolm cook:  
malcolm.cook@nzbakels.co.nz 
Tel: (09) 579 6079 or (021) 675 756.

Masters go back to schoolMaster 
baking 
with 
Bakels

Left to right: Jonathan Redfern, Graham Heaven, Brent Kersel, Thomas Doetkotte,  Malcolm Cook, Ian Spice.
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Shell card is an effective, simple and efficient fuel card for businesses.  If 
provides customers with effective control management of fuel expenses, 
reduces paperwork and provides access to accounts online.

Benefits to BIANZ  members
• Nation-wide Shell coverage at over 300 service stations and  

truckstops
• Receive a detailed statement detailing fuel costs by date and vehicle
• Itemised GST approved tax invoices to assist with GST returns; saves on 

paperwork
• Shell Card helps isolate abnormal or excessive fuel expenditure quickly and 

easily
• Purchase restrictions
• Security PIN on card
• Manage your Shell Card account online 

Get up to 28 days interest-free credit
 

Criteria
• GST registered businesses
• Minimum usage requirement of $150 per month on fuel per business
 

Payment by direct debit is simple. Apply today – it's easy. Simply 
go to www.shell.co.nz/shellcardapply and complete the Shell 
Card application form online. 

Ensure you enter BIANZ in the application reference 
field so that Shell can link you up to the BIANZ Offer.

Don't hesitate, apply now. You could be 
enjoying the benefits of Shell Card in no time!

Shell Card
A Smarter Way to Fuel Your Business.

ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND

+
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The swiss have gone nuTs

RONDOSTAR 4000
*Minimum Trade-in on any       

   working sheeter. 

$5,000
Trade-In*evenly sheeted dough bands are paramount 

for perfect and appealing pastry products. 

The new Rondostar 4000 makes easy 

work of producing uniform and consistent 

dough bands day after day. You operate the 

Rondostar by means of a colour touch panel 

with large symbols. That makes working with 

the Rondostar child’s play. with tough non-

stop operation in mind, the Rondostar is made 

of a sturdy construction in stainless steel. The 

display and the pushbuttons are particularly 

well protected.

AUCKLAND: 208-210 neilson st, onehunga, auckland

WELLINGTON: 60-62 Fitzherbert st, Po Box 38 555, Petone

CHRISTCHURCH: unit 5/7 191 Main south Rd, sockburn w w w . b u r n s f e r r a l l . c o . n z

Contact Mark Hodgson
Commercial Bakery Manager
021 380 034  FReePhone 0800 428 733
mark.hodgson@burnsferrall.co.nz

Ecomat
Sheeter

$9,999
a Frame Base Model 
sso617

Rondinette 
Croissant Roller

$9,200
single Phase

“i have had Rondo’s for 15 years.  when it came time for an upgrade, the Rondostar 4000 was the obvious choice” - grant wilson, Maketu Pies

Slice Half Page MAR2010.indd   1 26/03/2010   2:21:49 p.m.
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legend has it emperor Joseph ii 
told Mozart that while his work was 
ingenious, there were simply too many 
notes. that’s how i felt while browsing 
in the food section of a local book store 
recently – hundreds of baking books, 
thousands of recipes, but seldom 
anything of real substance or soul behind 
all the pretties. 

then i heard about Bourke Street Bakery 
in Sydney and their recently published 
baking book. and what a book it is. 
inspiring, a visual feast, well written, 
instructive and definitely well worth add-
ing to your bookshelf whether you are a 
professional baker or one of the armchair 
variety. i wish more bakeries would 
take the approach demonstrated in this 
book, where the focus is on the quality 
of ingredients rather than mere good 
looks. the ultimate 
baking companion 
reminds me 
of baking with 
passion written 
in 2000 by 
Dan lepard 
and Richard 
Whittington 
about Baker & Spice in london. (What is 
it with the lack of capital letters in baking 
book titles?) 

Both books offer information about the 
origins of these hugely successful baker-
ies, their methods, and the people who 
make it happen. and then there are the 
recipes for their amazing breads, pastries, 
biscuits and cakes, probably published 
after years of being harassed by eager 
customers. the passion, commitment 
and adoration they show for their craft is 
what’s missing from many other baking 
books. i like to see photographs of the 
bakery, the tired bakers, the greedy 
customers, the beautiful product, the 
complicated processes, the battered 
equipment and greasy tins. Bourke 
Street’s book offers all this and it is a 
delight.

However, something kept niggling at 
me as i read through it. the authors 

clearly state that their book is for home 
bakers, helping them to make freshly 
baked goods at home and impress 
their family and friends, even if the end 
product doesn’t look exactly or even 
much like the one in the book. there are 
step-by-step photos and easy-to-read 
introductions to each section, and there 
are certainly recipes in this book that an 
average home baker could attempt and 
have success with, especially in the sweet 
section. But generally i am convinced 
that they are too complex for most 
home bakers. You would have to be very 
knowledgeable and skilled to success-
fully make the majority of the products 
in the book. there are some techniques 
or processes you can’t learn from books; 
you need to see them being done and 
then practice them repeatedly before 
you get them right. 

So while the 
book will appeal 
to a broad spec-
trum of readers, 
the recipes seem 
better suited to 
advanced home 
bakers looking 

for a challenge, or professional bakers 
and chefs who want to change, improve 
or expand on what they are doing. it 
would be very frustrating for the average 
home baker to use recipes that require 
quite complex techniques and good 
baking knowledge and then try to work 
out why their sourdough has not risen or 
their pastry is falling apart. 

Here’s an example. i decided to make 
brioche using their recipe. i have made 
brioche successfully many times, both 
at home and in the bakery. i have never 
found it difficult – until now. there were 
temperature issues with the butter (room 
temperature in Christchurch in autumn 
is a far cry from Sydney at any time of the 
year), the dough was a lot softer than i 
expected (they did warn that it might 
be hard to handle) and required a few 
hours more than the recipe asked for 
of refrigeration. there was also a step 
missing from the recipe, which said to 

shape the dough and put it in the tin, 
then brush it with egg wash and bake it. 
i’ve never shaped anything with yeast 
in it and then baked it immediately 
without further rising time. i looked at 
other brioche recipes and spoke to a few 
professional bakers and they all believe it 
is a printing error. Well, mistakes happen 
in publishing all the time, but if i hadn’t 
made brioche before or was your average 
home baker, i may not have known a final 
proof was needed and been left wonder-
ing where i went wrong.

i also noticed that a lot of the bread 
recipes in this book use a starter, 
sometimes more than one. How many 
home bakers, except the most passion-
ate and dedicated, would have a starter 
they fed and kept going on a long term 
basis? My own starter at home lasted 
a few obsessive months before reality 
made me choose between the bubbly 
little chap in the cupboard and my daily 
commitments. Many professional bakers 
regularly interrupt time off to attend a 
petulant starter that won’t cooperate on 
baking day if it hasn’t been fed. time is 
something that no-one seems to have 
anymore and, as they say in this book, 
patience is not a virtue in baking, it is a 
prerequisite. 

and this is exactly why people need, rely 
on and so admire bakeries like Bourke 
Street. the world needs bakeries and 
bakers to do what most people don’t 
have the time or ability or equipment for. 
this book is wonderful. i will recommend 
it to all, i would give it as a gift to anyone 
i know who loves baking, i will look to it 
for inspiration, i will bake from it again, 
but i will also point out that the science 
and art of baking should not be made to 
look too easy. 

anyone can enjoy reading this book, but 
not everyone will have the time or skills 
for success with the recipes. 

Deceptively Simple

“definitely well worth adding to 
your bookshelf whether you are a 
professional baker or one of the 
armchair variety”

Belinda Jeursen on Bourke Street Bakery’s “the ultimate baking 
companion” by Paul Allam and Andrew McGuiness.
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More than Quality! …
Ever since we delivered the very fi rst rack oven in 1958, we have been committed to 
the quality of our products. We offer a top-of-the-line oven customers can depend 
on, day after day, year after year. An oven that bakes bread so good customers will 
go out of the way to buy it. An oven with low operating costs that will generate a 
profi t at the end of the month.

This is what we mean by “more than quality.”

SOUTHERN
HOSPITALITY

LTD

Southern Hospitality Ltd 
0800 503 335 • www.southernhospitality.co.nz
13 branches nationwide

Revent Ovens 

now available at 

Southern Hospitality!

What our customers say …

“
Wh

”
Ringawera is a small artisan food producer on Waiheke Island making 
Lavash. The perfect piece of Lavash needs to be even in colour, and 
fl at with no bubbling or crinkling. This was a major challenge,  I was 
throwing away up to 15% of my product.

Late in 2009 plans for a new commercial kitchen began, these included 
fi nding an oven that would allow our business to grow, I fi nally took the 
plunge and settled on a Revent Shop Oven. I am pleased to say it was 
a very good decision.

I can now bake 8 large trays of Lavash at a time achieving a perfect 
result with every tray and every piece of Lavash, every time. I can 
complete in hours what I was doing in days/nights before, and without 
any wastage. I have no hesitation in recommending a Revent oven.

Patrick Griffi ths

brings you the world’s leading brands …

Patrick Griffi ths from Ringawera
Marie Louise from Revent

Ringawera Lavash

Cuisine artisan award 
winning Lavash.

Special announcement 

Better Westpac rate for BiANZ members
Michael Gray, BiaNz vice president, reports a reduced credit card processing rate

as part of our continued commitment to you, BiaNz have been 
working with Westpac to bring you a further reduction in the 
discounted electronic Visa and MasterCard credit card rate 
offered to members, reflecting both our value and position as a 
group. 

as well as the benefit of more competitive rates for new mem-
bers to BiaNz, this new rate will also be passed on to existing 
members registered with Westpac from 1 april 2010.

Members currently processing credit card transactions via 
eFtPoS and Westpac on the 2.85% scheme will be reviewed 
down to 2.65%. 

Westpac will send you a letter advising of a rate change or 
may send you a new merchant agreement for your attention, 
signature, and return to Westpac, at which time the new rate will 
be applied. 

We are advised that, on return of the new signed agreement, 
this is generally no more then a five-day turnaround, subject to 
the agreement being correctly signed. 

the new rate will also then apply for all of that calendar months 
trading and all future transactions.

We would also ask members to check their next Merchant Credit 
Card Statement to ensure you are on the correct rate. 

Members who would benefit by these new rates and do not 
yet process via Westpac, or who are with Westpac and have 
not previously registered to the BiaNz scheme, should contact 
Westpac’s Merchant team directly on 0800 888 066.

We are pleased to continue to work in partnership with Westpac 
and hope you enjoy this very competitive new offering to you.
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Credit Card  

 Visa  Mastercard              Expiry___/___/20___ 

           

Cardholder name ___________________________________________ 

Cardholder signature________________________________________ 

Cardholder address if different from above

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________×
On receipt of your payment and application BIANZ will forward to you the following in your membership pack:
 ☑ Membership rule book
 ☑ Management resource kit including: • the BIANZ employment documents
    • the latest issue of Slice, the association’s magazine
 ☑ A tax invoice/receipt for your subscription 

I/we would like to be enrolled as a member of the Baking Industry Association of New Zealand (BIANZ) and gain the rights and 
privileges of membership accorded to my membership type, and in doing so acknowledge the following:
1. That upon receipt of the membership pack, I/we agree to read the membership rules and if I/we do not wish to abide by 

those rules I/we will return the membership pack within 10 working days of receipt. (Your membership subscription will be 
reimbursed on receipt of the membership pack.)

2. That materials and resources including any Food Safety Manual provided by BIANZ remain the property of BIANZ. I/we 
will not permit any unauthorised copying or other reproduction of this material nor allow this material to be used other 
than by members of the BIANZ or their employees. When membership is terminated all such materials and resources 
including any Food Safety Manual is to be returned to the BIANZ within five working days of termination of membership.

Signature of authorised person(s)
Date / /20__  _________________________________________________________

Direct Credit to    03-0830-0136 185-00 
Please use your business name as payment 
reference.

Cheque: please attach your cheque to this 
form when you send it in.

Contact person ________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Name of business _________________________________________________________________________________

Previous owner of business (if applicable) ________________________________________________________________

Business address __________________________________________________________________________________

Postal address  ____________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone ___________________ Private or Mobile __________________________   Fax _____________________

Email ________________________________________ Website ______________________________________________

MeMBeRSHiP aPPliCatioN

Number Street City Postcode

PO Box         Postcode

P.o. Box 29 265 
Fendalton
Christchurch 8540
t 03 349 0663
F  03 349 0664
admin@bianz.co.nz

Membership type (tick your choice) – gst included
Full membership $350
Associate $200
Associate with full Safety Programme $350
Independent Baker $100

To become a member: 
• Please read the terms set out below and fill out and sign this form
• Make your payment for your initial membership subscription  

(as listed right) using one of the payment options 
• Mail the form to Membership Applications at the address above.

×

Easy Pay option
You can choose to pay your subscription in 12 monthly 
instalments so, for example a full membership would cost  
approximately $30 per month. there is an additional $20 
administration fee for this option. Please ask your BiaNz contact 
for the application form to set up your direct debit payments.

Payment options Please tick the option you are using

ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND
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Authentic Indian 
made easy

GLUTEN FREE  |  NO ARTIFICIAL COLOUR OR FLAVOUR  |  NO MSG

Available in four great varieties: Butter Chicken, Tandoori, Tikka Masala and Vindaloo. 
Comes in convenient 1kg pouches. For more information or a free sample call 

customer services at Barker’s on 0800 227 537.  www.tandooripalace.co.nz

R E S T A U R A N T

M

A
D

E  I N  N E W  Z E A L A

N
D

NEW PASTE 
POUCHES

6166 BAR Tandoori Palace A4 Flyer FA.indd   1 8/04/10   2:56 PM
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Black Doris plums are one of my favourite 
fruits in cakes or desserts. they are avail-
able fresh from January through to March 
but are also very nice when brought in 
tins or jars from the markets. they are 
great for baking because of their firm, 
dark red flesh and their rich, tart flavour.

chocolate cake Recipe 

ingredients

Soft butter  235 g
Caster sugar  270 g
egg  200 g
Warm water  40  g
Cocoa powder  40 g
Baking powder  5 g
Standard bakers flour 340 g

Method

1. Cream softened butter and sugar 
until light.

2. Warm egg to room temperature and 
add to batter slowly.

3. Mix cocoa powder and warm water 
together to make a paste, add to the 
batter and mix through slowly.

4. Sieve together all remaining dry 
ingredients, add to the mixture and 
mix through slowly.

Preparation

open a can or jar of Black Doris plums 
in syrup, remove the stones and drain 
thoroughly.

line a 10 inch spring base tin with baker’s 
silicone paper. 

Make sure that the base and sides are 
well sealed to prevent leaks and to make 
the cake easier to remove after baking.

Cover the base with the plums so no bak-
ing paper is visible then pack quite firm.

evenly spread the chocolate cake batter 
over the plums approximately 3.5 to 
4 cm thick and bake at 160°C for 40 to 45 
minutes or until baked.

insert a skewer into the cake.if the skewer 
comes out clean or not covered in batter 
the cake will be baked. 

Black Doris Plum Syrup Recipe

Bring to the boil 200 grams of the 
drained plum syrup.

Dissolve 100 to 150 grams of caster sugar 
into the hot syrup. 

When the syrup is cooled, amaretto can 
be added to the syrup for extra flavour. 

after the cake is removed from the oven 
and still very hot, pour approximately 100 
grams of the liquid plum syrup over the 
cake. it should soak into the cake almost 
immediately. 

let the cake cool completely before 
removing from the tin.

tip the cake out upside down onto a 
plate or disk and lightly glaze with Bakels 
Hadeja Flan Jel to give a nice shine and 
allow the fruit to maintain its freshness.  

Serving

this cake can also be made as a block or 
slice.

Serve as a dessert, warmed with fresh 
cream or ice cream. 

Stored in the refrigerator covered or in a 
sealed container, this cake will keep for 
a week.

R    ecipes

Recipe idea from Malcolm Cook courtesy of Nz Bakels

RE
CI

PE
S

RE
CI

PE
S Upside	Down	

Black	Doris	Plum	
Chocolate	Cake
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For something a little different …

chocolate Sour cream Roulade 

Using the chocolate cake recipe, spread the chocolate cake 
batter thinly, 6 to 8 mm, on a tray lined with bakers paper and 
lightly bake at 210° C for 5 to 6 minutes.

When only just cooled (don’t allow the cake to dry out), spread 
a thin layer of Cherry Filling or Bakels Chocolate truffle onto the 
chocolate sheet. 

evenly spread a thin layer of sour cream on top of the chocolate 
or cherry filling, roll the roulade tight and let it set and cool in 
the refrigerator or freezer before finishing.

Remove the set roulade from the refrigerator or freezer and 
finish by brushing the outside with fresh cream or soft Bakels 
Chocolate truffle and roll it in chocolate shavings.

Cut to the required length or serving size. 

Decorate and serve the roulade with fresh cream, sour cherry 
filling or chocolate truffle.

the sour cream inside gives a contrasting yoghurt-type flavour.
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R    ecipes

This delicious cake uses heart-friendly 
oils, so it has less than half the 
saturated fat of a standard chocolate 
cake.   

Serves 24 squares

ingredients

eggs  6
Sunflower oil  150 ml
Buttermilk  400 ml
Caster sugar  150 g
Self-raising flour  440 g
Cocoa powder  80 g
Bicarbonate of soda  5 g
Fresh or frozen berries   500 g 
(raspberries, strawberries  or blueberries)
Berries to serve (optional)  500 g

Method

Preheat oven to 170° C.

lightly spray baking tin with oil.

Beat together eggs, oil, buttermilk 
and sugar in a mixing bowl until well 
combined. 

in a separate bowl, sift together the 
flour, cocoa powder and bicarbonate of 
soda and then fold into the egg mixture. 
Carefully add in berries (if using frozen 
make sure they are unthawed) and then 
fold to combine. 

Pour the mixture into the prepared tin 
and bake for approximately 45 minutes.  

as an option serve with a side of berries 
and a dollop of low-fat yoghurt. Chocolate berry slice 

nutrient breakdown 
per 70g serve

Standard chocolate cake 
nutrient breakdown per 
70 g serve

Energy 933.9 kJ 990 kJ

Total fat 9.6 g 10.2 g

Saturated fat 2.3 g 6.3 g

Polyunsaturated fat 3.8 g 0.3 g

Monounsaturated fat 2.4 g 2.5 g

Sodium 106.7 mg 136.3 mg

Heart
FoundationChocolate Berry Slice
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Method

1. Using a standard sweet muffin or 
cake batter, deposit the batter into a 
paper-lined sponge tin.

2. only three-quarters fill.

3. Using Barker’s Chocolate Classic 
Crème, pipe a swirl shape on top of 
the batter.

4. Sprinkle on top of the Classic Crème 
a crumble topping (not too much 
crumble). 

5. Bake at 180°C for approximately 
22–25 minutes or until golden 
brown in colour.

6. Remove from the oven and cool.

Note: Make sure the cake or muffin batter 
is not too runny.

Method

1. Make a standard sweet bun 
dough and rest on the bench for 5 
minutes.

2. Cut the dough into 70 gram pieces 
then mould round and allow to 
rest for 5 minutes.

3. Roll out the dough pieces into 
finger shapes (approximately 6 
inches in length).

4. Place in the prover for 30 minutes.

5. Cut down the centre of each 
finger and pipe into the centre 40 
grams of Barker’s Chocolate Classic 
Crème.

6. Place back in the prover until fully 
proved.

7. Sprinkle approximately 10 grams 
of a crumble topping on top of 
each finger bun.

8. Bake at 190° C for approximately 
14 minutes or until golden brown 
in colour.

crumble topping recipe  
for cake (above) and finger buns

Butter 200 g
Flour 300 g
Sugar 125 g
Baking powder 5 g
Combine all ingredients together.

Chocolate-filled finger buns

Chocolate crumble cake

Two ideas from Barker’s Fruit Processors
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R    ecipes Recipe by Hayden Campbell courtesy of 

ingredients

Group 1
Caster sugar 0.115 kg
Dark chocolate 0.260 kg
Unsalted butter 0.225 kg

Group 2
Chocolate paste 0.005 kg
orange liqueur  0.028 kg

Group 3
Finetex flour 0.022 kg
eggs 0.250 kg

Method

Place Group 1 into a pot and melt together over a low heat until 
smooth

allow to cool for 5 minutes. Gently stir in the liqueur and paste.

in a planetary mixer fitted with a whisk, whisk the eggs for 30 
seconds on low speed. add flour and whisk for a further minute 
on low speed to combine. 

 

While the mixer is still running, slowly add the chocolate mixture 
to the egg and continue to mix for 1–2 minutes or until well 
blended. 

Prepare a 23 cm springform tin by greasing and base-lining it 
before wrapping the outside of the tin with tinfoil to create a 
water tight seal.

Pour the mixture into the prepared tin. 

Bake at 180°C for 25–30 minutes. 

the cake should be slightly soft to the touch. 

Remove the foil and allow to completely cool. 

turn the cake out so it now sits top down.

Cut 4–6 strips of baking paper (approx 2.5 cm wide) and lay over 
top of cake in any form.

Dust evenly over the top with dusting sugar and finish with your 
choice of chocolate decorations or simply serve as is. 

French Chocolate Cake
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 � Chocolate collar

always make sure the collar is much higher then the cake.
Use a sheet of thin yet firm acetate, allow to semi set and 
wrap around the cake. 

For an up-market look pipe a white chocolate decoration 
on the acetate, let it set then pour dark  chocolate, spread, 
semi-set and wrap onto cake.

Hints and tips from Holger Schinz  
of Sunbeam Cakes in Melbourne, Victoria

and Michael Gray 
of Nada Bakery in 
Welllington

Brighter	baking

 � Wood grain chocolate

a wood grain effect can be 
achieved by getting the Grain 
Rocker from any paint shop. 

Simply spread some melted 
dark chocolate onto a strip of 
acetate. Use the Grain Rocker 
in a sliding-rocking motion.  

let it set in cool room. Spread 
the sheet with melted white 
chocolate, let it set, done ! 
Cut out a great end-cap for a 
chocolate log or eg a guitar 
shape. 

 � Chocolate curls
Melt down chocolate, add 
20% by weight vegetable oil 
and let it fully set in a high 
tray. 

Hold a a round cutter firmly 
and drag towards you across 
the surface.  Better curls 
result from shaving the 
ridges from previous curls. 

this also works well with 
white chocolate. 

 � Making chocolate bags
Cut cellophane into triangle sheets, fold, fill with chocolate 
buttons and seal with a bar sealer. (in downtime front of 
house staff can do it!) We always have buckets full of them.
Melt in microwave and keep warm under a $12 bedside 
table lamp from the Warehouse. (You don’t need a $200 
temp oven as seen in many places!) 

 � Chocolate pretzels
Cut out 5–6mm thick sweet pastry using a shape such as 
the pretzel cutter from Starline , bake off and cool, then 
pipe ganache. allow to set, dip in chocolate and decorate.

The chocolatier’s tip      from George Havlik

Put glucose in your ganache, anywhere between 10 and 40 
percent of the weight of the cream, depending on details 
of the recipe.

Glucose helps with the emulsifying, extends the shelf life 
by lowering the water activity, and helps retain a smooth 
texture. 

“it’s fairly cheap as well,” adds George. 
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ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND

BIANZ Partners Directory

Suppliers of high quality ingredients supported by  a team of experts

Nz Bakels are suppliers of high quality and innovative ingredi-
ents to the baking and foodservice industries. 

We pride ourselves on having a team of highly qualified sales 
representatives, bakery advisors and administration staff to 
provide you with the customer service level you have come to 
expect. 
 
HeaD oFFiCe 

421–429 Church Street east 
Po Box 12-844 Penrose 
auckland 1642 
toll-free tel: 0800 225 357 
Fax: +64 9 525 0978 
email: bakels@nzbakels.co.nz

Bakery and café equipment of all kinds. With 13 branches 
and showrooms from Whangarei to invercargill, Southern 
Hospitality provides local service nationwide.

HeaD oFFiCe  12 Roberts Street 
Po Box 425, Dunedin 
tel: 03 477 6969, Fax: 03 477 6383 
email: info@southernhospitality.co.nz

Weston Milling™ mills quality wheat flour for the New zealand 
and export markets.  We proudly apply advanced milling 
techniques to customise products and supply flour and other 
baking ingredients to our customers. 

HEAD OFFicE 73-105 Great South Road 
PO Box 22-753 Otahuhu, Auckland 
Toll free Tel: 0800 WESTON (937 866)
 

Tell us your BIANZ membership number to find 
out your special price.

All Systems Go Ltd (ASG) 
provides Information Technology (IT) services along with 
training and consultancy services in food safety, quality 
management and health and safety, helping you balance 
quality, regulatory and specific customer demands.
HeaD oFFiCe 
8a keate Place, Mt Wellington, auckland. Po Box 
11 2286, Penrose, auckland  
tel/Fax: 09 580 2054 

 
Helping you meet all your food safety requirements with 
auditing, training and testing.  
offices throughout New zealand. 
Toll-free Tel: 0508 00 11 22 
Email: info@asurequality.co.nz 
www.asurequality.com

Burns & Ferrall are the true one stop shop for hospitality and 
bakery operators, providing the world’s most respected brands 
of cooking and bakery equipment, clean up, foodservice, and 
kitchenware items. 

Showroom: 210 Neilson Street, Onehunga           Tel: 0800 697 465

these companies support the BiaNz and its members as partners.  
Please support them and enjoy the special BiaNz member terms they offer. 

DEALS MONEY cAN’T BUY
0508 BaRteR www.bartercard.co.nz

Maintaining profitability
Maintaining quality
+64 9 488 7209
info@millysystems.co.nz

A Tradition of Quality

BakeRY FilliNG 
aND toPPiNGS

tthe leading manufacturer of bakery jams and fillings in 
australasia.
New zealand Freephone  0800 BaRkeR (0800 227537)
telephone +64 3 693 8969

a full product range, ensuring 
all sugar and sweetener 
requirements are catered for.

Free Phone in Nz:0800 800 617
Free Fax in Nz:0800 807 842
www.chelsea.co.nz
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Barbara Harnett 
Food Safety training & Consultancy

46 tomes Road  
Saint albans  
Christchurch 8052 
tel: 03 352 4622

BrokerWeb is a consortium of 38 respected 
New zealand independent insurance brokers who 
recognise the benefit of working together as a 
significant group.

The “Baker Plus” insurance Facility has been 
specifically developed for BiANZ members 
looking for local face-to-face service.

HeaD oFFiCe tel:  09 835 2145

SIMPLIFY       STREAMLINE       SUCCEED

Gain control with 
GlobalBake... kiwi-made 
computer software for 
manufacturing bakers.

www.globalbake.com

Global Bake
Software that makes       baking simpler.

TM

our software helps bakers introduce greater simplicity into their 
business. kerry Glynn   John Baird 
 03 982 1900  03 982 1900

Wholesale distributors of specialist bakery equipment, cake 
decorations and packaging. Reps nationwide.
email:  starline@clear.net.nz  tel: 04  385 7424

Shell has put together a Shell card deal for BiANZ 
members. The BiANZ scheme number is 1115P.

Tel: 0800 351 111 to apply.

the largest single-source supplier in the lower North island. 
Four locations. Full service delivery. over 10,000 products. 

tel:  0800 186 677     email: orderspn@toops.co.nz

commercial aprons, oven cloths, mitts 
custom-made apparel
4 Mahinui Street  Feilding 4702
tel: 0800 149 233

Special discount for BiaNz members. Quote 
Hertz CPD number 497 654 when booking 
through your travel agent or direct.

Docket books, Paper and Rolls
the best value docket books on the planet. 
 
tel: 0508 673 376 (option 1) 
info@ordersplease.co.nz 
www.ordersplease.co.nz

Docket books, Paper and Rolls
The best value docket books on the planet.

0508 673 376 (option 1)
info@ordersplease.co.nz

www.ordersplease.co.nz

ask about the special credit card 
offer for BiaNz members

Lisa Nowlan BSc Food Science 
independent food industry consultant concentrating on 
innovation and product development.
tel: 03 337 3210    lisa.nowlan@gmail.com

TM

unibag packaging limited

Freephone in New zealand: 0800 806 006
Freefax in New zealand: 0800 806 007
email: sales@wlg.unibag.co.nz

We specialise in making and distributing printed paper bags. 

McPhail Gibson & Zwart Limited specialise in providing employment law advice to 
employers.  BIANZ members are provided with a free telephone advisory service for an 
initial consultation (after which the standard charge-out rates will apply).  
If you wish to discuss any employment law-related issue, please call Amanda 
Munting-Kilworth at McPhail Gibson & Zwart Limited on 03 365 2345.  

Creative Food and 
Beverage Solutions

Phone: 09 367 2800 
Fax: 09 367 2787 
Email: nestleprofessional@nz.nestle.com
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You save, we all win

Suppliers of high quality ingredients supported by  a team of experts

Platinum Partner

Gold Partners

Partners

These companies support the BIANZ as partners.  
Please support them and enjoy the special BIANZ Member terms they offer. 

Silver Partners

Bronze Partners

BrokerWeb

Global Bake
Software that makes       baking simpler.

TM

unibag packaging limited

A Tradition of Quality

A Tradition of Quality

Freephone 0800 NZBAKE (0800 69 22 53)
Phone (03) 349 0663 Fax (03) 349 0664 Mobile 021 222 9676
Email admin@bianz.co.nz
www.bianz.co.nz


